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4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated
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likely to suffer severe/sight-threatening ocular disease. Thus, thinking of BD as having a male
preponderance might be useful when meshing a uveitis case for the OKAP and/or Boards.
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When BD presents as an anterior uveitis, in which form is it most likely to occur?
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When BD presents as an anterior uveitis, in which form is it most likely to occur?
As an acute bilateral nongranulomatous uveitis
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In those cases wherein BD presents
what is the classic presentation?
TBas an acute anterior uveitis,Syphilis
A dense, bilateral, nongranulomatous iritis, occasionally with hypopyon
IBD/PA
What percent of cases develop hypopyon?
Roughly 25
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What word is often used to characterize the onset of BD anterior uveitis?
Explosive! In BD, an eye can go from ‘quiet’ to severely inflamed in a matter of hours
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what is the classic presentation?
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In those cases wherein BD presents
what is the classic presentation?
TBas an acute anterior uveitis,Syphilis
A dense, bilateral, nongranulomatous iritis, occasionally with hypopyon
IBD/PA
What percent of cases develop hypopyon?
Roughly 25

TB

What word is often used to characterize the onset of BD anterior uveitis?
Explosive! In BD, an eye can go from ‘quiet’ to severely inflamed in a matter of hours

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated
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In those cases wherein BD presents
what is the classic presentation?
TBas an acute anterior uveitis,Syphilis
A dense, bilateral, nongranulomatous iritis, occasionally with hypopyon
IBD/PA
What percent of cases develop hypopyon?
Roughly 25

TB

What word is often used to characterize the onset of BD anterior uveitis?
Explosive! In BD, an eye can go from ‘quiet’ to severely inflamed in a matter of hours

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis

Panuveitis
Posterior
Intermediate
Anterior
Isolated intermediate uveitis would be an unexpected presentation in BD…

Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis
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Intermediate
Anterior
…but posterior uveitis is a hallmark of BD.

Behçet

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated
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Neuroretinitis

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated
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Retinochoroiditis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated
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Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

Neuroretinitis

BD: Vasculitis

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
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1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
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Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?

Neuroretinitis

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?
Necrotizing. BD retinal vasculitis can appear similar to acute retinal necrosis (ARN)
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Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

Neuroretinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?
Necrotizing. BD retinal vasculitis can appear similar to acute retinal necrosis (ARN)
Can BD retinal vasculitis lead to retinal ischemia with subsequent neovascularization?

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

Neuroretinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?
Necrotizing. BD retinal vasculitis can appear similar to acute retinal necrosis (ARN)
Can BD retinal vasculitis lead to retinal ischemia with subsequent neovascularization?
Yes--it is an occlusive vasculitis, so ischemia is a common occurrence

BD: Occlusive vasculitis

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

Neuroretinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?
Necrotizing. BD retinal vasculitis can appear similar to acute retinal necrosis (ARN)
Can BD retinal vasculitis lead to retinal ischemia with subsequent neovascularization?
Yes--it is an occlusive vasculitis, so ischemia is a common occurrence
Can the optic nerve be involved?

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

Neuroretinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?
Necrotizing. BD retinal vasculitis can appear similar to acute retinal necrosis (ARN)
Can BD retinal vasculitis lead to retinal ischemia with subsequent neovascularization?
Yes--it is an occlusive vasculitis, so ischemia is a common occurrence
Can the optic nerve be involved?
%
Yes--in fact, it frequently is. Papillitis or optic atrophy occurs in about 25%
of ocular BD pts

Uveitis: Posterior
Choroiditis

Chorioretinitis or
Retinochoroiditis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Retinitis

Neuroretinitis

What is the classic posterior manifestation of BD?
A retinal vasculitis
Does it affect the arterioles, venules, or both?
Both
Can it affect the main arterioles and venules, leading to BRAOs and/or BRVOs?
Yes. In fact, these can occur simultaneously
Is it necrotizing, or non-necrotizing?
Necrotizing. BD retinal vasculitis can appear similar to acute retinal necrosis (ARN)
Can BD retinal vasculitis lead to retinal ischemia with subsequent neovascularization?
Yes--it is an occlusive vasculitis, so ischemia is a common occurrence
Can the optic nerve be involved?
Yes--in fact, it frequently is. Papillitis or optic atrophy occurs in about 25% of ocular BD pts

BD: Papillitis

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis

Panuveitis
Posterior
Intermediate
Anterior
And of course, BD can present as a panuveitis.

Behçet

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
How is the cutaneous pathergy test performed?
A hypodermic needle is used to prick the skin. In some variations of the test, a small amount
of isotonic saline is injected. The area is then assessed for the development of pustules.

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
How is the cutaneous pathergy test performed?
A hypodermic needle is used to prick the skin. In some variations of the test, a small amount
of isotonic saline is injected. The area is then assessed for the development of pustules.

The pathergy test. 1) taken at the time when the patient was “stuck” with the
sterile needle; 2) shows the area immediately after the stick; 3) & 4) show the
area one day and two days after the needle stick, respectively.

Pathergy test: Positive results

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
Is this something BD pts experience?

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
Is this something BD pts experience?
About 40% do

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
Is this something BD pts experience?
About 40% do
Is the pathergy response pathognomonic for BD?

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
Is this something BD pts experience?
About 40% do
Is the pathergy response pathognomonic for BD?
No

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
Is this something BD pts experience?
About 40% do
Is the pathergy response pathognomonic for BD?
No
So, is cutaneous pathergy testing useful in diagnosing BD?

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Diagnosis
How is the diagnosis of BD made?
It is a clinical diagnosis--there are no specific tests for it
What is the HLA association for BD?
There are several; HLA-B51 is associated with ocular BD
So, is HLA testing helpful in diagnosing ocular BD?
The BCSC Uveitis book contend it is “of little value”
In the context of BD, what is cutaneous pathergy testing?
A test for the presence of pathergy, which is the formation of sterile pustules in response to skin trauma
Is this something BD pts experience?
About 40% do
Is the pathergy response pathognomonic for BD?
No
So, is cutaneous pathergy testing useful in diagnosing BD?
It’s not clear whether the BCSC authors consider pathergy testing worthwhile. They say it is “of little
value,” but in the same paragraph, assert that BD should be diagnosed per one of two sets of clinical
criteria, one of which incorporates pathergy testing!

Uveitis: Behçet
Treatment
What are the two goals in the management of BD?
1)
2)

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet
Treatment
What are the two goals in the management of BD?
1) Control/resolve acute inflammation
2) Suppress chronic inflammation/reduce the risk of recurrences

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Treatment
What are the two goals in the management of BD? Broadly, how is each achieved?
class of med
1) Control/resolve acute inflammation with corticosteroids.
2) Suppress chronic inflammation/reduce the risk of recurrences

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Treatment
What are the two goals in the management of BD? Broadly, how is each achieved?
1) Control/resolve acute inflammation with corticosteroids.
2) Suppress chronic inflammation/reduce the risk of recurrences

Uveitis: Behçet

1) The uveitis is profiled
2) The profiled case is meshed
3) A differential diagnosis list is generated
4) Studies are obtained to identify the etiology
5) Treatment appropriate for the etiology is initiated

Treatment
What are the two goals in the management of BD? Broadly, how is each achieved?
1) Control/resolve acute inflammation with corticosteroids.
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